Christmas ornaments with Flowerribbons
Materials
- Kraft paper, gold cardboard
- Eline’s Winterhouse ‘Let it snow’ paperbloc
PB7037
- Craftable Heart CR1225, Star CR1226 and Tree
CR1227
- Christmas berries gold JU0858
- Christmas texts Creatables Dutch LR0222 and
English LR0225
- Flowerribbons O -White FR1111, Beige FR1115 or
Darkred FR1121
- Vintage Lace dark JU0843 or Linen Rope JU0851
- Scissor, double-sided tape, glue
Methode
1 Cut out the biggest forms of the Craftables out of
kraft paper.
2 Cut out shapes with the middle size of the Craftables dies two times of paper from the Paper bloc.
3 Glue the design paper forms on both sides of the
kraft paper form.
4 Cut Flowerribbons in loose ßowers and pull out
the berries from their base. Make sure you keep
the stalks on the berries.
5 Put a few pieces of double-sided tape on the front
side of the ornament. You can use this to make a
composition of the Flowerribbon ßowers and the
berries. The double-sided tape ensures that the
berries will stay put while you stick everything together.
6 Start attaching the ßowers one by one to the ornament with
some glue. Put a good layer of glue everywhere so that everything is stuck well together.
7 Cut out of gold cardboard the Christmas texts and the ice
crystals of the Craftables.
8 Glue the ice crystal on the back of your ornament.
9 Glue the Christmas text and press it Þrmly onto the ßowers
so that it adheres to the Flowerribbons well enough.
10 Cut a piece of lace or rope and attach it with a staple at the
top of the ornaments.
The Christmas ornaments are ready! You can endlessly vary
with paper, colours and ribbons. Hang them in your Christmas
tree, on a Christmas wreath or garland or hang them in a
branch at the window for a more rural look!
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